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This research is the first stage of a continuing study of how the practi-

tioner-client relationship influences the practice of public relations. W.

Robert Ingram recognized the need for such research when he wrote o the "enor-

mous dichotomy that exists between the way the public relations pro titioner

views his or her function and the way top management perceives th funcfriod."

He concluded that, "Same basic research into the real nature of this, dichotomy

is needed.

In this study, we testoehow ,five public relations roles affect client

- satisfaction with their practitioners. We design the five role models to

represent various ways practitioners behave when carrying out public relations

respOnsibilities. While each role model-represents a distinct behavioral,

t
pattern!, we do not suggest that a practitiOngr opetates in only one of these

roles. More likely, a titioner adopts varyingleegrees of ail five relies.
. 4

We db assume, howey- , that a practitioner develops a dominant pattern of job-

related behavio through individual preferences and training, and in response'

to stpe expe tation of and constraints imposed by clients and employers.
$

We apt the practitioner roles into the more general consultant-client-

.41
, .. i. ,

, .

problem paradigm in'which the practitioner-client relationship involves various
.--.°

forms of consulting services to help clients or employers solve public relations
o .

problems.

- . We tested show clients wcouldevaluate each role and how satisfied they

would be with the consultant- client ielationshii. Our test consisted of ex-

. pZrinienteilly'administered role model treatments with 20 client groups.

This. is exploratory research in that we conceptualized(the role modbls

rather than determining them through empitical'analysis of practitioners' be-

havior. It is'also exploratory in that the experiment took place as part of

wY
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a university public relations class project, rather than
4

iu an actual field

setting.
,f .

Public Relations Role Models

In this study, we define the concept "rdle model" as thg Patterned be-,

havior of a public relations practitioner. The behavioral pattern represents

the role occupant's strategy for dealingwith'recurring tipesofsituatiods,..

',

based . in part on the- role occupant's recognition of others' eipectations. We
... " .

,

, , ' . .

attempted to limit our conceptualizations of .public relations consulting role
0 .

models only to institutionalized occupational beliayior. We did not include '.'

: .

all the aspects of practitioner-client relationships contingent upon personality,
.

410

organizational setting, situational urgency, history, etc. In our search of

the literature we found few empirical studied, but numerous cave studies and: ,1

reports by participant-observers \on various consulting role models in the

settings of engineering, psychiatry, education, and T-group training:

The literature from each of these fiefs details similar behavioral pht- .

terns and consequences for a'relatively small set of consulting role models.

The most comprehensive analysis of consulting role model ease studies was dorie it

by Blake and Mouton, and reported:in their 1976 book, Consultation.2 This book
1L.o.

is an important step toward understanding the nature of consultanl-client rela-

tionships and the impact of various consultant role models. Howev9r, as'is

the case with most otherr orts on the topicit does not Provide empirical

.evidende to support the conventional wisdom it contains.

The consulting literature provided us five Tole models that we coccepf-
.

ualized in a public relations context: expert prescriber, technical services n

pvovider, communication process facilitator, prObiem-sollring/tasle facilitar;
. ,

and acceptartt- legitimizer. Following are our exp ications of these role models

and descriptions ()Show we operationalized each' ole fOr this experiment.

f
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. Expert prescriber. Curlj,p an4-enter expressed thp essence of the expert;
.

rescriber role tbodel,when they said the practitioner ':becomes the best infdrm,

3

d persop in the organization," the person with all the answers.3 Newsom and

lcott summarized the behavior of a practitioner operating in the expert role:

The counselor studies and researches a situation, interviews,
. butlines

4
recommendari'ons, and offers these .in formal presentatIgn

format. .

; ,

The similarity of this role behavior to t at. of a physician diagnosing

e

aipatient's medical problem,and presecribing a treatment, prompted some writers

c;.11.this approach to consulting.the "doctor-patient" role mode1.5. In this

consultant-clientlrelationship, the client "patient" more or less patsively

r4ceives of the "doctor's" expert'services.
V

. Steele pointed out thirst the expert role model is "seductive" for both

7

the consultant and the -

14 can be quite personally gratifying to,,,have others see me as
soteone who really 'knows' what is going on-or what should be done in ,

a given situation. ...Anpther factor pushes him toward the stance of
expert: the client's wish to see himself safely in,ttie 'hands of an
expert who'is wise and able so that anxiety over present or future
difficulties can be reduced. 6

He adds, however, that oneof the costs pf such a consultant-client relation-

ship is client dependency.'

Likewise, Argyris concluded that When the consultant develops the "prog-

nosis" with little or no participation from the client;

...then one can predict that the (client) will tend to develop
a dependency relationship with the consultants. The (client) will
tend tp feel that the program is not his but the consultants', to
.the extent that he accepts what they tell him they think he ought
to do.

Heiadded that clients readily accept the "reciprocal role of being dependent

upon the .consultant" and tend to rate such consultants highly.8 Both Argyris

.and Steele conclude, however, that the success of projects developed under

this role model tend to be inadequate and short-lived. The clients' relevant

knowledge about their own situations is not inclided in the problem-solving

4.
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In an earlier study of business executives' relationships with cdn'sultants,

Tilles found that the doctOr-patienNodel was most prevalent, but in th- ons
411 1

10run led to the greatest diksatisfadVion among clients.,
k

. !

In this study, we operationalized, the expert prescriber roleimqdel:as one
.-. . 4.

.
. .

in Which the consultant operistes as 9 authority on bOth the puliliCrelations.
,

' *
..

problem and the solution that should be implemented. Our consultants in this
.

role model,assumed major responsibility for researcaing an4 defining the probir7--
-. . P

.lem situation, and for designing. the public relations program. Client groups

working with these consultants became the recipients of. the consultants' ex-

.k

pert counsel! in diagnosipg problems and prescribing solutiOns.

Technic'alservices provider. This consultant role model best describei

a consultant-client relationship in which the consultant provides specialized

services the client deems necessary. This-role is often assumed by the public

relations prdctitioners hired,for their communication skills and mass media

experience. A reading of the public relations Want ads and job descriptiOns

quickly confirms that most practitibnerp are.hired,op,the basis of their journa-
.

listic skills--writing and dealing with the uess. Other specialized services

"purchased" by clients in this role include graphiCsj, photography, publicatibn

and broadcast prduction, public opinion research, special events planning,

fund ratising, and exhibit planning and production - -to name But a few from the

longlcst of public relations "skills" sqyght by dents.

Kuridus'and.Brubaker call this role model the "provision model."11 After
4

/*

recognizing a problem calling for.skills not available from within, the client
:

"acquires" a consultant to provide the needed services. The consultant operates

in wa)s consistent with the client's expectations and prescriptions., buttl-ie
st,

client assumes little or no ownership of the program once the. referral is made

0
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A

One of the major variables affecting suceess under this consultane-client

relationship is "the adequacy of the client's problem definitiowand selected .

solution. Tilles also concluded that under this."purchase-sale" consultant=

is applied to the ppbli relations practitioner-client relationship:
4

client relationship the client "can go about 'his busineis and wait for delL-

very. "12 After diagnosing the problem and deciding upon a solution, the client

then becomes tHerecipient and sriticat evaluator of the consultant's services.

Schein reported that managers frequently voice dissatisfaction with the
A .

quality,oserv4.ces they receive from consultants operating under this role

model. . He explained this dissatisfaction by pointing out that success depends

upon the adequacy of the -elloent's problem diagnosis and needs assessment, the

41

extent to MAO the client is ,able to communicate these 'conclu sions to the con-.

sultant, the onsultant's capabilities for providing services with t 'he desired

impact, and the extent to whach'the consultan 's intervention and activities

produce unanticipated consequences.°

One of the primary'reasons for hiring the "seller-of-technicalyservic s"
' k

'

-consultant in the engin ering field becomes a major plain when this role model

)

One of the 'Soundest reasons for the engagement of consulting
engineers.is to.avoid distracting the Client from his normal functions

1 and operatione. J4 a

The "compartmehtalAation" of the public relations function and the resultant
-.. - .

isolation of public relations practitioners from th'e mainline of their client

organization's operations may in part be explaihed by the consultant- client re-
. ,

lationship that develbp,Fander the technical serves provider role model,.
:.

The experimental vertion of this consultant role niodel closely parallels

what we observe in the actual practice of public relatiohs. Our consultants

gathered material for-their clients, helped write reports, edited clients'

writing, and helped package the final reports in attractive'presentation.formits.

The clients Chemselves defined the problem'and selected the solution, while the

4
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consultant provided
Y

communicatiod skills

problem-solving4proc

.

6

supportive information-retrieval services and applied their

to presenting the clients message. At each step in the

ess, the consultants handled the technical aspects of pro-
.

.

ducing the fini§hediroduct while the cIie is analyzed the available informa-
. i t

. 1., .,

tion and the problem content decisio s. .

Communication process facilitator. This consultant role model describes

those aspects of phblic refitions work in which the practitioner operates as

a "go-between" or information mediator. The primary function is to facilitate'

the exchange of information so the parties involved haVe adequate information

(

\ci

IP

for

,eating

with each other and for making decisions of mutual interest. ..

1Newsom and Scott called this role the."igterpreter and communication

. . .

iink."15 This role, widely` accepted in professional public relations circles,

involves maintaining a continuous two-way flow of information. The first item'

in an example statement of a publib relations department's responsibilities

emphasizes this role: "To serve as the central source of information about us
,

and as the official channel of communcation between us and the public."16

The consultant in this role dimost concerned with maintaining full parti-

cipation of those involved and the quality of information exchange. By promot-

ing two-way communication, the consultant assumes that those involved make bet-

. ter decisions of mutual interest. Cbmmunieation constraints lecome the major

conderns oftthe communication facilitator.

Walton outlined the stKlegi:s employed iiif sitch third party consultants
.

.

when they intervene to facflitate.the dialogue' process :.

1. ,efereeing the int ractibn process, ..

2. Initiating the ag nda and suggesting the foci of'discussion,
3. Summarizing and restating the issues'and the principals' views,
4. Eliciting reactions and feedback, . '.

5: Focusing attention on diagnocIng conflict problems,
6. Prescribing discussion methods, and
q. Itliagndsing conditibqs.causing poor dialogue. CI`

I/
.

.
. . .

S
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Kurtyku* and Brubaker offer.a similar description of the approach in their

'mediation mode" of consultation.
18

/

'With the exception of Walton's second intervention.strategy--initiating"

the agencja- -our contants in this experimental treatment role model adherred
, .

to,a similar set of helping behaviors when workingwiih their client groups.

Problem-sblving/task facilitator. This consultant role defines a collah:.

orative'ielationship in which the consultant helps the client apply a systema-

tic problem-solving process. As Schein described his "process consultant"
)

role, the conbultatiort process begins with the consultant's first question

and continpes hroughout the remaining joint efforts of diagnosis, planning

and iffiplementation."

Only through direct inyolvementin each step of,the problem-solving pro-'

ceSs can the client hope to understand and participate fully in the prqgratil

implemented. Only by involving the client in each step can the cons tt

-expect the pr9ject to remain,relevant to client needs and acceptable in the

'client system. Baker and Schaffer emphasized these same principles in making
't

ataffconsulting with .line management more effective:

Once line management-has approved a project, is very
tempting for competent staff consultants to roll up their sleeves
and get moving on their own. After all, they feel they know just
Whit is needed to gather the right data organize and analyze them,
and perform the various technical chores. Till management is often
too cooperative -4..and happy_to duck'pilt of involv4ment once the project
is launched. Thus as the work moves forward, the staff people becdthe
fitmiliarwith pertinent infor,jnation. They develop perspectives on
why things must be done in certain ways, and they become increasingly
committed to certain outcomes.

...It is little wonder that, not having shared in the evolutionI
ary thinking process that led'to the conclusions, operating managers
are frequently unenthusiastic about the results, divided among them-,

-

selves onicpy decisions, and unable to develop the for suc-ceso.
s-N49,

Everytiwe we err on this principle, we discover that short cuts - .

which sacrifice direct involvement by line management are, in the long:
run "time-consuming and costly. 20

C

.1
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Schein's defintionof process consultat on, "...a set of activities on

the pirt of tte consultant which help the client to perceive, understand- and

act dpon process event which occur in the client's environment," is strikingly

similar to what Newsom and Scott call-for in their "problem solver" role of

the public relations practitioner:
21

...To help clients conduct their business in a way that is
/responsive, to the new demands made by concerned...micien 'sts, environ-

mentalists, consumerists, minority leaders, underprivile ed sgmedith
of tht community, and the young gegeration. 22

The assumptions underlying this role model are;

1. Clients often need help in diagnosing their problems, and in identify-

ing what to change and how tp-change it.
.

2. Consultants typically cannot know as much about the probrem,situation

aria change possiblilities as does the client.

3. ..Clierqs retain decIsiOn-making power.

4. Clients become more effective managers as they develop their problem-
,

solving skills. I

5, The long-run objective of consulting is to increase the client system's

problem - solving and problem»avoidingebilities, not to solve a,Particillar prob-

lem.

As Argyilis concluded, the consultant vnvernedvith

..

W

ization 'deals with problecaftd with decreasing the dependence on "outside"

specialized 'aid
4111

...mus'c give attention to tht process. by which the new plans
are-devetuped-intooddcedT-and rnari#4pact of the organi-zation. He will
tend to invite a much greater degfee of participation once part of,
the clients in all phases of'the program. T

From his review of innovation and knowledge utililation literature,

Havelock developed a similar conception of the'consultaq's

In its purest form the consultant role, is not 0Ocesgarilyje knodedge
linking role atall. The consultant is, rathei, a faititator,lhelper,,.
objective 'observer, and specialist in how to diagnos'e needs, how' to ,

1
4
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identify resources, and how to retrieve from expert sources....The
underlying rationale for consultation is'that only the client, him-
self)(the user), can determine what is really useful for him. 24

/ In public. relations tOrms,.Cutlip_and Center outlined the staff support

function as assisting "line officers on their problems and to help them arrive

at their solutions."25

In our experiment, the problem solving /task facilitator consultantshelped

clients follow the step-by-step program planning prooss,outlined in class
.

lectures and course readings. They intervened by asking questions designed to

remind the clients where they were in the problem-solving process and by help-

ing them proceed in a logical, step-by-step fashion. Problem content responsi-

bility was left with the clients, while the consultants concerned themselves

-

with guiding the client through a rational problem - solving process.

Acceptant-legitimizer. This non-directive, supportive role originated in

psychOlogical counseling,26 became the major approich to ollanizationaL develop-
.

ment consulting,27 and was included by Blake and Mouton as one of the fivd basic

consulting interventions. They defined this approach as an attempt to help

-
clients "through sympathetic listening and empathetic support."28

Tilles.reported that this-consulting role model is employed in business

means of leiitinkzing client decisions. The client, in effect, uses the

consultant as spokesperson "to hove his 414n ideas presented by an outsider who

. . .

4.
. wiLl evoke a different reaction from the group members...."29 , '

. +-
. 0

A less active version of this, role model was described by Walton' in one

of three case studies he reported on\the tole of a third party consultant in

conflict situations:

He listened to each of the disputants discuss his views and
feelings, and sharpened what,he understood to. be an issue.... An
effort was made to state these issues in ways which made each per-
son's position understandable, legitimate, and acceptable....

...Essentially, he let the parties run on their own.... Thus,
he believed that the two parties had an opportunity to reveal or deverdp

11

4
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their own interaction eqdilibrium. 30
.

- ' -

Walton concluded that theconsultant made a.major contribution through his
4

mere presence'as a listener and legitimizer of the problem resolution process.31,

Blake and Mouton summarised what the acceptant-legitimizer does:

An acceptant consultant helps the client to think through his or
her situation in a. manner that relievei the blocking aspects and ensures
that the client retains a sense of Personal 'ownership' in resolving
pioblems.. ....Again, this kind of ititerSe&Ition avoids'a partiseri
orientation and provides the client a sense of support bx implying that
any action is acceptable regardless of its content. 32

10

While this role is the leastactive of our experimental role models, we

have included it because public relations practitioners are often subordinated C.

to this position in highly structured organizations. Our consultants accepted

their clients' diagnoses and.kescriptions,and provided suppirtive feedback

designed to increase confidence in the final product.

The ulting literature suggests that these.different role* played by

consultants have s ffefenb.al effects on client views of:
.

I. the efficacy of the client's problem-solving procedure,.
A

.2. the adequacy of the end prodUct, or task accomplishment,

Y. their consultant's expertise and helpfulness,

4. who "owns," or who is responsible for, the end product (solution),

and a
3

' 5. their dependency upon consuttapt help and intervention in similar .

problem situations.

The objective of th.1s research was to determine empirically if the five

consulting roles had differential effects on these amensions of the consul:tent-
.

client kelationship in a publtc.relations context. Based on our findings; we

hoped to be able to offer hypotheses for future research on public relations

practitioners' relltionships with employers and clients.
-

1
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'Methods t

0

The research was conducted aspirt of the first author's public relations

class In which one section of the coarse dealt with the practitionerks role
O

A and the consulting process. At the beginning of the course, students were told

that they would be invblved in a ;Jess exercise designed to give them experience r

in public relations progr6m plannigg andkincreased understanding of the nles
.

.

played by practitioners.
*'--.-+

. .

s 1
After the midsemester exam the junior and senior undergraduates formed teams

C.' 4 .

of t ee to five to work on an out f-class case study concurrent with

the to tures on the public relations pla rang process. Twenty of the 21 teams
. 0 ..) . .

.

.

..i

v requested ccnsultingihelp when offered .a graduate student public relations
1

.

, *...'4

In preparation for theiriliTaltingass'tgeMents in the case study project,,

-.
4., .. .

.
the 11 .graduate stud4n0 in the cours-hadispent six weeks .studying and

t .

.INt
.
.

. 4

* trehearsing the ,five consuffing role models? Ten of the graduate students were 14

1.
., 1 .

.
.

each assigned/ two dilfferent Toles to play, giving usa total a 20 consulting
4 . -

assLgnments, with ar different consdltants ',in each of the five Ro:role-de!

teatment conditios. The consultants were Instructed to be as helpful as
..

i

. .

L

consultant.

possible within tote limits of their respective role assignments. They also

. were specificallyinstructed-to avoid any behavior.t4t might interfere wig

4 .

thegroup's progrOss.or bring about a negative reaction in 'their consultantl.

'+.
. ..-

client relationsqlp. Their assignment was to provide etisislance, as defined `1 -- -
. .----,

by each of the Five: role; model treatments.

tNe students selected their on team members, we were not Ale to

` randomly Assign individuals to the experihental conditloq- Instead, we employed

a Oasi-2xpprimeitai design in which.intact groups were randomly assigned to
t

consult,nts. giving us an after-04y riosicn with fr:ur gr,,ups raldcml essi.,ned

to cor.'i ri -11.. "sy'e = Celn,fil

A

Mo.
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Before the groups began the case study project and met with their corftultapts.

we administered a questionnaire to determine the equivalency of the treatment
'1

gr

<I
ups in terms of demographics, school majors; expectations of the case study

pr ects and expectations'of consultants. Analysis of variance on each of the

26 question;aire items showed that there were significant differences among, the

groups on only two of the items. A posteriori analysis of covariance between
,-

. .

these twovar.labies pond the post-treatment dependent variablesahowed no signi-
.t

. . .
. ,.

ficant differences accounted fat by the pre treatment non-equivalence.

The 20 case study teams met an average of 7.5 timeseover a five -week period,

devoting an average of 17.6 hours to out-of-class group meetings. The consultants

attended an average of 4.4 meetings with each group, giving.us an average of 10.

.hours of consultant-client tontkt.

To prdvide a validity check on the experimental manipulationi, the eleventh
.

graduate student was kept naive to thecole assignments made,to theother graduate

students`. This "blind" attended at,least one meeting of each of the.20 groups to

observe the consultants, identifying one no/ operating in the assigned role.

Discussions with the students in that group and the consultant confirmed the
1 ,

blinds Uservation. The coniultint had abandoned the assigned rote in an
. %

attempt to help the grpulD progress in the case study. While this "free 1 [Ice JO

0
.

response to their need was admirable in one respect, t had two negative

C

consequences: first it confounded the Treatment 'for one of the four groups im

that role condition; and secondly, t prompted the group to ask that the

.0

consultant be removed after concluding that this consultant was not being'

helpful. The observations from this team were not included in our, analyses

of data.

The measures on 1he dependent variables took the form of summated ratings

'1
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on 1 -point Likert- ype scales in a questionnaire administered the day the teams

turned in their final case study reports. Seventy-two student "clients"

completed the questionnaire: 16 in the expert prescriber+ role condition, 16 in

4' .

the technical services provider condition; 17 in the communication facilitator

condition, 10 1 the problem-solving task facilitator condition, and 13 in the

acceptant legitimizer condition. ;

0, I

Finding;

Nodifferenees among the five role model conditions were found for two

dependent variables: ownership and dependency.

The ownership finding was not surprising because the post-treatment

observations were, made before the students received grades on their case study

reports. Apparently, all students,were pleased with their work on the case

- study, claimed high ownership in the final report, and expected (and received)

madr'
high grades on their work. It would have been interesting, byt ethically

.unacceptable, to systematically vary the grades within treatment condition?!

*
toosee if ownership varied with level of grade on the final report'.

Likewise, the finding Of no differences on dependency was not unexpected

in this experiment because of the cle.;rly temporary nature of the consultant-
.

client relationship.

do'

Analysis of variance of the means on the other three dependent variables

(process efficacy, consultant expertise, and task accomplishment) yielded

higiON significant differences among, the treatment roles. (See Table 1)

Scheffi's comparisons of all peSsib4e pairings of treatments on task accomplishment

indicated that the problem-solving/task facilitajor consultants were rated

significantly higher (p(.05) than both the communication protest facilitators

and ,the acceptant legitiinizers. In addition, expert prescriber consultants

were rated signiffcantly;higher than the acceptant legitimizers. The power of

sA

A
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this,test is limited, however by4the small samples in each of the treatment

conditions. That limitation. plus the inherentlycOnservative nature of the

Scheff( test, preclude us from suggesting-differences among other pairings.

4o

I

Table. 1..* Mean Ratings on Dependent Variables by Role

1

Task Accomplishment (p= . 001)

Proceis Efficacy (p=.001) .

Consultant Expertise (p=02)

Problem-.-

Sol ving/Task

Facilitator

ml

Technical Expert Communication Acceptant-

Services ,Prescriber . Process , Legitimizer

Provider Fa6ilitator

(. "'he Scheffe procedure on the process efficacy variable indicates that the

acceptant iegitimizer role differed significantly from the expert Erescriber,
.. _

technical services provider and problem-solving/tasklacilitator roles.
. .

.

, ,..No significant differences were found among the cilents° perceptions of consultant.%
0'

expertile, when the Scheffe test was used to explore the significant diperence

indicated by the analysis of variance.

Even though many of the role comparisons were not significantly,different.
.

i .

under the Scheff6 procedure, we found highly signitfica )t,k differences among the

roles on the individual itemson the questionnaire (see Appendix A). We also

fou)nd a somewhat consistent pattern in-the ordering of the roles, indicating

1$
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/ that ourabbility to discern Oatistically significant_differences may be due

/ to our I imi ted-sampinsizet.

/.----;----itb-ttntl-lar-orde-r-ing-Of-the.-ro-1-es on each of the items and on the three

1 conceptual dependent variables also suggested that our conceptual. dependent,
V

variables were not.; empirically different. A factor analysis of file responsts

to the items on the questionnaire indicated that the i2 items used for the three

dependent variables all loa4ed on one factor.. The fbetor ratings ranged from

.69 to .94 (.69, 46, .88, .88, .854,4912nd .94). This factor

accoaKed for 57 percent (r2) of the total variance`amo;11 the roles.

We thenmed the 12 items to form a single, index for this factor which

appeari to represent "tatisfactIon with consultant." Analysis of variance

yielded a highly significant difference among the role treatment conditioni

(p .001). The reliabi kty of the.12,iternAndex is .57 (Cronbach coefficient

alpha estimate).
'

Scheff comkrisons of roleseon this factor indicat;d that the acceptant

legitimizer role differed significantly fu'om the expert prescriber,, techn I

services providerand problem - solving /task facilitator roles. Mann-Whitney

U-Tests of all pairings of roles yielded statistically.significanedifferences

.(I) fo4 all but one pairing--expert provider and technical provider. This

less conservative non-parametric test ordered the roles-on the satisfaction

with consultant f.ktor as shown in Table 2.
.1

(Table 2, Satisfaction with Consultant Ratings

.4)*Mean41....1
Problem- Solving/Task Facilitator 5.37

>.0i
ti

Expert Prescriber 4.58

Technical 'Services Provider
>1 .S. ,

>.01 I,

Communication Pro'ciss Facilitator 1:59

Acceptant-Lepitimizer 2.69
*Mann-Whitney U:test

1 7
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Thus our findings indicate that ih e'probtem-solving/taskfacilitator r

role motel was rated highest by clients. The expertpresariber and tWonical/'

services provider roles were not rated differently, but both were rated' higher

than the communication process facilitator role. The consultants operating

$

in the acceptant-legitimizer role received thelowest ratings-tit.

Summary and ConclUsions

Oneof the most revealing aspects of our findings was the high rating of i.

._

the problem'-solving/task facllitator conpultants. Our clients gave the .

consultants in tis''role model the highest ratings on process efficacy,
. , . ' ......

cynsultant expertise and task accomplishment. To the extent that these findings

generalize to practitioner-client/employer relationships,
.

onerould predict that

ifpractitioners operating primarily In,this role woul4 be rated higher iban tp le

ji the more typicaliiechnical services provider and expert prescriber roles..

i.'

Entry-level public relations/positions most often cast by occupant in.th'e

technical services provider mile, while seallonid practitionera oftenaspire,to.

the expert prescriber role, In our study, bowever,both roles received the same

ratings on the "satisfaction wqh%consultant"Ineisures. Edutational programs

)r

appear to Arepare Wractitionert ftir both roles, recognizing the Sequential

nature of professional role development.

Our consultants operating in the communicatio .process fact tator role--

Information brokers and mediators--were rated, lower -n the rat roles

N/N.

mentioned above. While these consultants. were rated significantly higher than

the "do-nothing" acceptant-legitimizers, we tee little comfort In the ratings

since we cannot imagine a practitioner staying employed for long operating pi:imarily

t

A.

as a sympathetic listener and empathetic,supporter.

- r
Our statements about the roles and their relative ratings by-Clients should

be recast as, questions for empirical 'testing in the actual practice Of-public

relations. Since these roles would not be foUnd in the "pure" form we conceived

for this experiment, however, one would have to begin by determining the extent

' ,
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to which praCtifioners play each of the roles when dealing with their clients/

employers and while carrying out theirublic relations functions. The

first author is currently directing such'a study. A subsequent study will

attempt to discern the relationships between these,practitioner role behaviors

,and client expectations and evaluations. ,Yet other studies'are planned to.
.

determine the individual and situational determinants of practitioner role

behavior.

4
Our findings in this

\I
emphasis on ma4agement by

consulting skills in publ

preliminary

objectives,

is relationi

study lead Us to recommend/greater

proirfeirisOlving process and related

education. This s not' to suggest that'

training in journalistic and communication Skills is any less important to the

of practitioners Rather, the'high ratings given our Problem-

solving task facilitator consultants inclicate ihahAclients viewed this role

behavior as more helpful thanthe'others. Clients also rated these consultants

higher on the expertise dimension, thus attributing higher Status to these

consultants.

Ir.

,l

a

Om.
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ippehdix A
if

ANOVA TESL OF MEANS BY CONSULTANT ROLE
Role Models*'

Our group,accomplished more because we had
f a-public relations consultant:..:,,

2. qur consultant probablyhelped us receive a
better-grade on the project than if we had

1 2 3 4'

(n=10-0=16) (n=10) (n=17)

4.44** 4.44 3.47 5.60

worked alone 4.12 3.92 2.76' 6.00
A ,

3. -L, would give our gonsuoltant a hith'grade for

.the worksaccomplisbed by our group 4.31.

4. Our consultant made sure that the group ran
smoothly, thus avoiding interpersonal con-
flicts

1
flicts

4,

$

3.31

5. Our coniultfnt had ;he necessary public re-'
lations pepertis0. to assist us on this
project 0 '

6. din; consultant had
of the divestiture
,

7..Our consultant pr
among the group me

. t

4.44 3.18 5.90

3.38 3.41 4.30

4.06 4.75 ;41 5.20

a thoroughunaerstanding
issue 5.00

°mated open communication
mbers'

8. Our consultant helped clarify and summarize
the group's discussions

9. It was a good idea to have a consultant as-
sist us on this project,;

IO. Our consultant helped the, group *irk in an
organized., step-bpfstep fashion A.,6 4.24 3

4.88. _306 5.50

5.00 4.62 5.00 5.60

F P5

(n01.3)

.1.85 6.54 .001

. .53 ':001

2.31 5.75 ..001

1.77 3.66 .009

3.15 2.99. .025

3.62 2.71' .037

'3.46 ..2.14 ns

5.19 4.81 3.59 5.40 ,

5:75' 5.44 4.18 6.10

1111.

Oui consultant helped our group work Off-
tidntly, enabling us to complete the reports
on time

12. What grade would you give your consultant***

3.94 4.38 2.88 -3.80

5.12 5.44 4.53 6.10

FACTOR 1..(Composite index using all 12 items 4.58 4.56' 3.59, 5.87

2.54-4'5.42

3;46 5.51

2.54 . 4.27

21.92 4.87

392 2.77

2.69 5.86

.001

.001

"004

.002

.034

.001

Schiff.'

(5,3)(3,1,2,4)

(5',3,2)(3,2,1)(2,1,4)

(5,3,1:2)(1;2,4)

(5,1, ,3)(1,47

(5134112,0) C

(5,3,2,1,4r

15,2,1,3,4)

(5,3)(3,2,1,4)

(5,3,2)(3,2,1,4)

(5,3,21(3,2,1,4)

(5,3,4)(3,4,1,2)

(5,3,1,2,4)

4

3a,2,1,4)
.* 1=EXPEST PRESCRIBER, 2=TECNNICAL SERV/CES PROVIDER, 3=COHNIIMiCATION..4=PROBLEM-SOrINGiTASK FACIL ,

PACCEPTANT-LEGITIMIZEi..
** Mean values
i** A=7, A8=6, 81, BC=4, O03, D=2, 11=1

20
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